A compact collinear polarization gating scheme for many cycle laser pulses.
We demonstrate the generation of a broadband coherent continuum extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) radiation produced by the interaction of gases with a many-cycle infrared (IR) laser field, utilizing a compact collinear many cycle-polarization gating (CMC-PG) device. The spectral width of the XUV radiation can support isolated pulses of 200 asec duration. The CMC-PG device forms a high energy content ultra-short temporal gate in a many-cycle laser pulse, within which the XUV emission is taking place. The gate width has been measured and is in agreement with the theoretical calculations. The simplicity, the compactness, the long term stability, and the high IR energy output within the gate, make the CMC-PG device an ideal tool for generating energetic isolated attosecond pulses and measure the carrier-envelope phase of a high-power many-cycle laser field.